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I have often expressed how honored and blessed I am to be part of the Dynamix team, and it was with those feelings I entered the Bing Cancer Center Dedication Ceremony
in November.
As I surveyed each of the finished spaces I was reminded first of all the hard work each of our engineers, field reps and partners put into this 3 year, multi-phased project.
This project suffered the loss of the original architect, changed owner project managers and fought the never ending budget war. Thru it all Dynamix remained one of the
constants. Just last week, I was told by the Ohio Health Foundation that Gene made one of the first donations received over 3 years ago.
Proudly I pointed out the elevated lighting levels, the hidden plumbing lines that feed the water feature and commented on the comfortable ambient temperatures that
accommodated over 200 press and patrons, but my most rewarding feeling was knowing that our team was honored to be part of creating this open, comfortable healing
environment for cancer patients and their families. We picked our battles and the payoff was priceless.
Cancer touches all of our lives whether you are among the survivors, caregivers, family or friends. I would like to recognize a few of the team players who made this
possible by giving them the tree symbol of strength that the Bing extended to everyone who attended the Grand Opening.
•Mark Owens – he not only took over the HVAC from Brian, Isaac and Kurt, he worked thru the existing conditions and facilities challenges, on top of that he
was my second in command being sure the Cancer Center did not miss a beat when the Tower meetings overlapped, our client commented on his excellent
performance on more than one occasion.
•Ken Goodson – Our very own Cancer Survivor who’s HVAC expertise is only outdone by his relationship with Facilities and Smoke Evacuation Consultants
•Greg Hendrix – what can I say – Greg stuck in there with contractors who and I quote “were not expected to read the spec or follow the drawings if that is not
what they bid”. Greg’s field observation reports were noted by the owner and the CM to have added weekly value during fast track construction schedules.
•Tim Allen – Tim had to keep at least 8 different point numbers worth of specs , RFI’s and shop drawings going at once on a project that changed names as well
as architects several times
•Josh Moran – Josh played the hokey pokey with a fish tank, moved the fountain several times and traced down 20 year old med gas lines that no one
remembered installing.
•Dan Jessberger – while Dan has moved on to another firm, his endless lighting layouts and fixture selections should be on his list of accomplishments. He also
worked thru more alternates that were never accepted than I can count.
•The last leaf I have I would like to give to Ben Bear whose mother has been battling leukemia these past few months. Saturday her latest biopsy was leukemia
free. Now we can pray for Ben and his family as she enters the next steps of her treatment of this disease. The tree symbolizes strength and hope, both of
which every cancer victim has in their survival kit.
Being part of a project often results in a project becoming part of me, I want to thank everyone at Dynamix for your contributions on this and every project. We do make a
difference.
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